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ABSTRACT

The fueling process at mines takes working equipment away from production, reducing productivity by hun-
dreds of hours each year. KGHM’s Sierra Gorda mine uses an automated dispatching service – Wenco Fuel Dis-
patch – to handle fueling of its fleet of 58 Komatsu 930E haul trucks. 

Through automating its fueling, the mine has increased its average fill volumes from 3,400 litres to 3,900 litres 
per fuel session, with projections to reach 4,200 litres in the near future. At a burn rate of 260 litres per hour, 
each truck now has the potential to stay in production an average of 1.92 hours longer before fueling. Use of au-
tomated dispatching has also allowed Sierra Gorda to reduce wait times at fuel stations by 10%, further shrinking 
unproductive time. 

Moreover, automated dispatching has enabled the mine to redirect its full-time fueling dispatcher to other tasks, 
thereby conserving one full-time crew member. This paper discusses how implementation of Wenco Fuel Dis-
patch contributed to increased production time and more robust productivity at Sierra Gorda mine.
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INTRODUCTION

The Sierra Gorda Copper Mine Project has found significant improvements in fueling KPIs since introducing 
automated dispatching of hauling units to fuel stations. Sierra Gorda resides in Chile’s copper-rich Antofagasta 
region of the Atacama desert, approximately 60 kilometres southwest of the town of Calama. First discovered in 
2006, the mine has operated as a joint venture from KGHM International Ltd., Sumimoto Metal Mining, and the 
Sumimoto Corporation since 2012. With deposits consisting of sulphide copper ore covered by an upper layer of 
oxide copper, the mine currently produces 550 tons of expit ore per day (and 110 tons of fine copper).
 
Production at Sierra Gorda consists of a truck-and-shovel operation reliant on a fleet of 60 heavy haul trucks: 
58 Komatsu 930E units and two Caterpillar 797F units (currently in trial). Before the study period began, Sierra 
Gorda handled all fueling assignments manually. Based on vehicle OEM fuel levels, operators radioed their dis-
patchers to indicate their need for fuel. 

Dispatchers then directed the unit to the nearest fuel station, traveling variable distances on a case-by-case basis. 
Lacking a fuel-related data collection system, site personnel had no accurate means to determine remaining fuel 
volumes in each hauling unit. Typically, both operators and dispatchers opted to err on the side of caution to 
avoid running out of fuel; however, this practice forced hauling units out of production and into the fuel cycle 
much more frequently than needed.
 
Understanding the less-than-optimal fueling process in place, Sierra Gorda commenced a trial of the Wenco Fuel 
Dispatch automated fuel dispatching system in December 2015. This system connects to the Wencomine fleet 
management system and uses the data it collects to automate the fueling process.

WENCO FUEL DISPATCH

Fuel Dispatch starts by assessing the current levels of 
fuel remaining in an active hauling unit. The system 
calculates each unit’s remaining fuel hours by process-
ing data about its model, its status, and its uphill and 
downhill travel through the system’s fuel depletion 
algorithm. Vehicles with OEM fuel monitors, such as 
Komatsu 930Es, have the option of polling these sys-
tems to determine the fuel hours remaining. Wenco 
Fuel Dispatch also integrates with OmniComm fuel 
sensors for sites using this third-party fuel monitoring 
solution.
 
Once the system determines the unit’s remaining fuel hours, it checks the result against the system’s precon-
figured thresholds for fuel dispatching. The system maintains two threshold numbers, beyond which the unit 
becomes a candidate for fueling: a Suggested threshold and a Critical threshold. 
 
When a unit’s fuel hours fall below the Suggested threshold, Fuel Dispatch generates an event that dispatchers 
can choose to see in the Wencomine eventing system, Event Monitor. These events indicate that the unit is now a 
candidate for fueling. The next time that hauling unit exits a dump location, it can receive a dispatch assignment 
to refuel. Any unit whose fuel hours have fallen below the Critical threshold, however, will absolutely receive a 
dispatch assignment to refuel upon exiting the dump location.
 



Once Fuel Dispatch finds a candidate for fueling, it searches the mine for available fuel locations. These locations 
are configured beforehand through the Wencomine interface application, Fleet Control. Dispatchers use this 
application to assign new fuel locations — either stationary fuel bays or specific GPS coordinates for mobile fuel 
trucks.
 
While defining fuel locations, dispatchers set the open and close hours, the number of fuel slots, and the number 
of queue slots for each location. Certain fueling locations may only operate for a set number of hours per day; 
outside of these hours, Fuel Dispatch ignores them as an option for fueling vehicles. Each fuel location has a lim-
ited number of spaces available for fueling vehicles at any time. Likewise, each location has a designated number 
of queue slots, so as to prevent an excessive buildup of hauling units waiting for fuel.
 

When Fuel Dispatch determines that a unit needs fuel, it considers all of these fuel locations defined in Fleet 
Control. It then eliminates any fuel locations locked out from the dump location that the fueling truck is exiting. 
The system also ignores any locations that are closed or that have no slots available for fueling or queueing (or 
that will have no slots available at the time of hauling unit arrival). These slot exclusions do not apply to units in 
Critical fueling status, however. Any units whose fuel hours have passed the Critical threshold may exceed the 
number of available queue slots, so they absolutely receive fuel before their tanks run empty.
 
The Fuel Dispatch algorithm then adds together the projected travel time (based on average travel times between 
the unit’s current location and the fuel location), the projected queuing time, and the fueling time for each re-
maining potential fuel location. The fuel location with the lowest total Time Until Fueled — the sum of the travel 
time, queuing time, and fueling time — becomes the assigned fuel location. Fuel Dispatch then sends a dispatch 
assignment to the hauling unit, prompting it to fuel at that location. At this point, the system also notifies the 
dispatcher through Event Monitor, indicating that the target unit has left production to travel for fuel. In the 
event that Fuel Dispatch finds no available fuel locations (due to closed fuel bays, locked dumps, or full fueling 
and queueing slots), the system also sends an alert to the dispatcher through Event Monitor. The dispatcher can 
then decide how best to proceed and dispatch units for fuel manually if necessary.

FUEL DISPATCH IN OPERATION

Since the start of the Fuel Dispatch study period at Sierra Gorda, the mine has reported significant improve-
ments in three key performance indicators: fill volumes when fueling, wait times at fuel locations, and per-
son-hours required to manage fueling efficiently.
 
“The Wenco Fuel Dispatch module has allowed us to automate the dispatch of our trucks to fuel stations with 
satisfactory results,” says Miguel Caceres, senior dispatch engineer at Sierra Gorda. “Our filling average increased 
from 3,400 litres to 3,900 litres per filling and our goal is to reach 4,200 litres per filling.” Based on the site’s 
reported average fuel consumption rate of 260 litres per hour, the site’s hauling units fueled every 13.08 hours on 
average prior to the introduction of Fuel Dispatch. Once Fuel Dispatch was in use, the reported increase in fill 
volumes translates to units fueling every 15 hours. 



The above chart shows the net operating hours (NOH) per fueling session for hauling units at a key Ca-
nadian oil sands operation before installation of Wenco Fuel Dispatch and for the first three months of its 
use. Note the change in Komatsu 930E haul trucks specifically, increasing from 9.3 hours throughout the 

whole of 2014 to 16 hours in March 2015.

These figures appear consistent with results seen at other mining operations, particularly a key operator in the 
Canadian oil sands. A study conducted in 2015 showed that one oil sands site used Fuel Dispatch to extend the 
NOH per fuel session for its Komatsu 930Es from 9.3 hours to 16 hours. 

In addition to the increase in fill volumes, Sierra Gorda also reports that Wenco Fuel Dispatch has contributed to 
reduced wait times at fuel locations. Before the introduction of automated fuel dispatching, several units would 
often queue at one fuel location while another was available for use. Fuel Dispatch has effectively eliminated this 
problem at Sierra Gorda. By detecting the slots available for fueling at open fuel locations, the system automat-
ically directs hauling units to the locations with the shortest Time Until Fueled. If a fuel location has no slots 
open for fueling, the algorithm searches for available queue slots; operators no longer needlessly wait in a queue 



at a fuel location if another one nearby has space available. Likewise, hauling units with non-critical remaining 
fuel levels can remain in production rather than waiting in a queue without cause. As a result of these features 
of Fuel Dispatch, Sierra Gorda reports that time spent in fueling queues has dropped by 10% since the system’s 
introduction.

At the same time, Sierra Gorda has also seen a sharp reduction in person-hours dedicated to manage fueling. 
“Before, all this [fuel dispatching] was done manually, with a dispatcher who spent much of his time managing 
this task — [a] situation that turned out to be almost 100%,” says Caceres. “Now, this dispatcher is dedicated to 
other tasks and only monitors that the module is doing well … and verifies that operators are following system 
instructions.” Consequently, Sierra Gorda has conserved the person-hours required of one full-time staff mem-
ber (approximately 2,000 person-hours each year).

RETURN ON INVESTMENT

Based on the results of this initial trial of Fuel Dispatch, Sierra Gorda management acquired a full license of the 
system 60 days later. Since that time, the site reports its continued effective use.

The reported increase in average fill volumes from 3,400 litres to 3,900 litres indicates that use of Fuel Dispatch 
potentially contributed an additional 1.92 operating hours per fueling session. As Caceres suggests, further 
adjustment and tuning of the system can likely extend fill volumes further to 4,200 litres — adding potential 
gains of 3.08 NOH per fueling. Although less extreme, this effect falls in line with data from the 2015 study in the 
Canadian oil sands. 

In the oil sands study, Fuel Dispatch increased the time between fuelings by 4.2 hours per unit, ultimately adding 
164 NOH per unit each year (assuming the site’s average fueling time of 25 minutes). Applying similar calcu-
lations to Sierra Gorda, each of the site’s hauling units originally spent 223.41 hours a year fueling, which Fuel 
Dispatch decreased to 194.67 hours each year. (Sierra Gorda cites an average of 20 minutes per fueling session.) 
Therefore, the system potentially added 28.74 operating hours per unit or 1,666.92 hours for the entire fleet in its 
first year. These operating hours come in addition to benefits from decreased wait times and the 2,000 additional 
person-hours conserved through redistribution of Sierra Gorda’s full-time fuel dispatcher.



CONCLUSION

As shown by the results from the oil sands study and Sierra Gorda, automated fuel dispatching has the potential 
to offer efficiency gains for at least three KPIs of a contemporary open pit mine: frequency of fueling, queueing 
time at fuel stations, and person-hours dedicated per task. 

The algorithm created by Wenco sends fueling assignments to hauling unit operators based on site-configurable 
parameters for fuel levels and fuel locations. In this way, units only refuel when necessary and they always fuel at 
the location that enables them to return to production quickest. Beyond the gains in productivity this automa-
tion produces, automation of this process itself removes the need for dedicated human oversight of the process. 
Through redirecting a full-time staff member to other tasks, Fuel Dispatch has saved Sierra Gorda 2,000 per-
son-hours in its first year alone. 

Furthermore, access to additional fueling data has empowered Sierra Gorda to consider other opportunities for 
greater efficiency in their fueling process, particularly through extending their Suggested and Critical fueling 
thresholds. 

Ultimately, automated fuel dispatching as facilitated by Wenco Fuel Dispatch has potentially provided Sierra 
Gorda with 1,666.92 additional operating hours and has continued to demonstrate that fueling inefficiency can 
be controlled and optimized at mine sites to generate stronger returns.




